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Unit #3 - Social Studies - Grade 5

General Unit Information
District: Susquenita School District

School: Susquenita Middle School

Course: Social Studies - 5

Subject: Social Studies

Grade: 5

Dates: 2015-10-19 - 2015-11-06

Unit Description
Native American Nations in North America

Stage 1: Desired Results: Understandings: (Big Ideas)
Many Native American tribes existed in North America, and their lifestyles differed based on their geographical region.

Stage 1: Desired Results: Essential Questions
*In what ways did Native American tribes trade, survive, and interact with one another?
-How did the Northwest Coast Indians use their resources to survive?
-How did the Southwest Indians survive in the dry climate?
-What resources did the Great Plains Indians use to survive?
-How did conflict and cooperation affect the lives of the Eastern Woodlands Indians?

Stage 1: Desired Results: Knowledge (Content) Students will know:
-resources the Northwest Coast Indians used to survive
-ways the Southwest Indians survived in dry climate
-resources the Great Plains Indians used to survive
-effects of conflict and cooperation on the lives of the Eastern Woodlands Indians

Stage 1: Desired Results: Skills (Verb) Students will be able to:
-discuss how the Northwest Coast Indians used resources to survive
-list ways the Southwest Indians survived in dry climate
-give examples of resources the Great Plains Indians used to survive
-describe the effects of conflict and cooperation on the lives of the Eastern Woodlands Indians

Stage 2: Assessment Evidence: Performance Tasks: (List)
-end of unit project (group skit - split into tribes to show trade, survival, and interaction)

Stage 2: Assessment Evidence: Other Evidence
-end of unit assessment

Stage 2: Assessment Evidence: Student Self Assessment and Reflection
N/A

Stage 3: Learning Plan: Sequence of Learning Activities
-dugout
-pit house
-clan
-barter
-potlatches
-totem pole
-kachinas
-hogan
-shaman
-travois



-Iroquois League
-confederation

Stage 3: Learning Plan: Technology
-Promethean Board

Stage 4: Reflection

Standards

Standard / Essential Outcome Student Friendly Standard Description

5.2.5.B. Identify behaviors that promote cooperation among
individuals.

5.2.5.D. Identify specific ways individuals participate in
school and community activities.

5.4.5.B. Describe the difference between nation and
country.

6.1.5.A Explain how limited resources and unlimited wants
cause scarcity.

6.1.5.B.1. Explain ways in which people meet their basic
needs and wants.

6.1.5.D. Demonstrate how availability of resources affects
choices.

6.4.5.B. Explain the growth in international trade.

6.4.5.D. Identify various economic and noneconomic
organizations that contribute to interaction among
individuals and nations.

7.1.5.B. Describe and locate places and regions as defined
by physical and human features.

7.2.5.A. Describe the characteristics of places and regions.

7.3.5.A. Identify the human characteristics of places and
regions using the following criteria:

7.4.5.A. Describe and explain the effects of the physical
systems on people within regions.

7.4.5.B. Identify the effect of people on the physical systems
within a community.

8.4.5.A. Compare and contrast common characteristics of
the social, political, cultural, and economic groups in world
history.

8.4.5.B. Illustrate concepts and knowledge of historical
documents, artifacts, and sites, which are critical to World
history.
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